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THE ECONOMIC GRO\\'TH CENTER 

The Economic Growth Ccntc1, established as an acti\ity of the De
pa1 tmcnt of Economics in 1 9G 1, is a research organization focusing 
on the problems of the developing world. Its research interests are 
defined in tenns of both method of approach and subject matter. In 
terms of method, the Ccmer sponsors studies designed to test general 
hypothe es concerning the problems of economic gro" th and drawing 
on quantitative information from national economic. accounts and 
other sources. Ill terms of subject matter, the Center's research in
terests include: 1 1) theoretical analysis of economic ,tructure and 
growth; (2) quantitative analysis of a national economy as an integral 
whole; (3) comparative cross-scrtional studies using data from a num
ber of countries: (4) efforts to 1mpro\·e the techniques of national 
economic measu1 cmenl. In the past the research program has in
cluded field investigation of recent economic growth in 25 de\eloping 
c·ountrie\ \fore recent)}, using this wmk as a base, the main thrust 
of the program has been towards comparative work and the analysis 
of specific problems such as tcthnolog. transfe1, unemployment, the 
maldistribution of income, and population growth, in the context of 
different types of de\eloping economies. The Center's research staff 
includes approximately 16 members of the Yale Department of Eco
nomics as well as 2-3 visiting scholars from abroad invited normally 
for a one-vear period. 

The Centc1 administers, joint!} with the Department of Eco
nomics, the training program in International and Foreign Economic 
Administration. It also presents a series of seminar and workshop 
meetings throughout the year. The Center Library endeavors to 
assemble significant economic and statistical publications from about 
80 of the larger developing countries. This collection is open on 
request to scholars from other institutions. Book-length studies by 
the Center staff are primed and distributed b" Yale llniversity Press. 
Reprints of journal articles b) staff members arc circulated as Center 
Papers. Preliminary research results are distributed in the form of 
Center Discussion Papers. 
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1. CENTER APPROACHES TO RESEARCH

The Center's approach to development is distinguished by four 

main characteristics. First, the research aims at exploring problems 
within the context of an overall framework of analysis rather than 

attempting to give "intuitive" answers to a miscellaneous series of 
policy issues. Second, there is considerable emphasis on the measur

able aspects of economic growth and structure, even though the im
portance of qualitative and non-economic information is increasingly 
appreciated. Third, the Center emphasizes international comparisons 

in order to facilitate the extension from case studies to generaliza
tions. Finally, there has been further development of rigorous ana
lytical models for various types of developing countries. It is our 
belief that the repeated interaction between theoretical work and 
empirical studies has provided a considerable payoff in the past and 
that the investment of that period will continue to enrich substan
tially all future research efforts. 

Major research activity in the early years of the Growth Center 
was focused on the country analysis program, including field research 

on the development process in 25 countries around the world, leading 
to the publication of country-specific monographs and journal arti
cles. A statement concerning the analytic objectives and thrust of that 
program was included in earlier reports. It was felt that, without 

detailed statistical investigation of the major economic variables 
involved and without a framework of multi-sectoral analysis to trace 
crucial interactions over time, no firm base would be available either 
for the interpretation of a country's development or for the many 
cross-country studies needed to test more far-reaching hypotheses. 
As anticipated, the country analysis program has led fairly naturally 
into cross-country historical studies of development and to more 

detailed studies of specific sectors, policies, or other aspects of devel
opment in individual countries-with the country analyst usually 
continuing to pursue these issues in the country of his own special
ization. 

Other members of the faculty, working on more general inter
pretations of the development process, have benefited from the sub
stantial wealth of information built up on a country basis. A major 
out-growth of this effort, for example, has been the analysis of the 

labor surplus economy model by Fei and Ranis and the elaboration 
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of other typologies for countries undergoing development. One evolv
ing typology relates to the initial resource endowment in an economy, 
with the land surplus case and the labor surplus case being useful 
polar constructs; another leans heavily on country size and the rela
tive importance of trade. Our analysis, moreover, pays special atten
tion to the existence of distinct historical phases in the growth 
process, e.g., import substitution, export promotion, etc. Finally, 
some characteristics of a country and of its growth problems may be 
related to the particular type of colonial rule it experienced at an 
earlier stage. 

As more information has become available on the economic 
structure and other characteristics of less developed wuntries, some 
shifts in the major emphasis of research have occurred. Both previous 
research and current developments in many less developed countries 
have led to increasing doubts as to whether rapid rates of growth 
could, in themselves, provide the solution to such fundamental prob
lems as unequal distribution of income and unemployment. As a 
result there has been, at the Center, a gradual increase in the direct 
research emphasis on these issues, but always in relation to the ques
tion of the gTowth of output itself and the extent of the necessary 
trade-off, if any, among the various objectives. The causes of popu
lation growth and, in turn, its implications for growth, distribution, 
and employment are coming in for increased emphasis. Moreover, 
partly because of their complex roles and their impact on the joint 
determination of output growth and income distribution, issues of 
foreign investment and of the nature of technological transfer and 
adaptation are receiving increased attention. 

Two multi-country research programs have followed in the wake 
of the original Country Analysis Program: a study of unemployment 
in ten developing countries now in its final stages and a smaller pilot 
study of income distribution in three countries which is just begin
ning. In both cases, the countries selected have represented typolog
ically different economic structures and regions of the world. A major 
focus of these projects has been to view the income distribution and 
employment problems in relation to both the initial factor endow
ment characteristics and the different historical phases in which the 
several types of economies find themselves in the effort at transition 
to modern growth. 
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II. NEW DIMENSIONS OF DEVELOPME T 

Population 

The program in the economics of population growth has encom
passed three main areas. The first concerns the relationship of eco
nomic and other modernization variables to demographic variables, 
in particular fertility; the second involves the effects of the demo
graphic transition on the rate and structure of economic growth; the 
third consists of an evaluation of factors determining migration and 
the effects of migration, in turn, 011 urban and rural fertility. 

Simon Kuznets has completed studies of differences in rates of 
natural increase by per capita income group and by region. His study 
of rural/ urban differentials in fertility, viewed in an international 
cross section, takes advantage of the recent spread of census data to a 
larger number of developing countries. The comparisons for the late 
1950s show that the internal rural-urban comparison within the devel
oping countries or within the developed countries, while persistently 
showing a lower fertility in the urban areas, reveal only narrow dif
ferences. These internal differences serve to explain only a minor 
portion of the international differences in fertility between the devel
oped, more urban, and the developing, more rural, societies. An in
triguing implication of the findings is the evidence that, in such a 
developing area as Latin America, where substantial urbanization 
has taken place during the last few decades and where rural-urban 
differentials are wider, the failure of the aggregate fertility measures 
to decline indicates a rise in fertility either in the urban areas, or in 
the rural areas, or both. 

A study by Ghazi Farooq and Baran Tuncer represents an at
tempt lO determine the effects of modernization on the observed 
fertility pattern in the 62 provinces of Turkey over the 1935-65 
period. This analysis shows a definite negative relationship between 
socio-economic advancement and the level of fertility. On the regional 
level, there emerges an interesting geographical grouping of the prov
inces, with the westernmost (closer to Europe) typically more econom
ically advanced and with lower fertility. In the chain relationship 
model, the variables immediately affecting fertility are female literacy 
and marital rates, with the influence of the former consistently stable 
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and more important over time. The literacy or education level vari
able emerges as a composite variable of both fertility control knowl
edge and the effects of modernization, and can be expected to con
tinue its negative and substantial influence upon fertility in the 
future. 

The research on migration has centered around two studies: one 
by Gary Fields has attempted to explain the fact that, despite rapid 
urban-rural migration in developing countries, wage income per 
laborer in urban exceeds that in rural areas by a considerable margin. 
James McCabe has been working on factors affecting an urban house
hold's willingness to accept unemployed migrants. 

Further research will be conducted by Simon Kuznets, James 
McCabe, i\fark Rosenzweig, and Daniel Siever. The topics will in
clude an expanded investigation of fertility differentials across in
come and regional categories, the demographic transition in Tropical 
Africa, and determinants of fertility in the agricultural sector with 
emphasis on migration. 

Employment and Unemployment 

A major organized research effort of the Center over the past 
three years has focused on the employment experience of ten devel
oping countries: Ghana, Kenya, and Zaire in Africa; Brazil, Chile, 
Colombia, and Mexico in Latin America; and South Korea, Taiwan, 
and historical Japan in Asia. These countries represent major typo
logical differences in both size and factor endowments. One phenom
enon common to all during one historical period or another (later, 
in the case of the relatively land-rich African type) is their labor sur
plus condition which has often been referred to as a situation of 
"disguised" unemployment or "underemployment." It is associated 
with a situation in which, in some substantial parts of the economy, 
labor is paid more than what it actually contributes to output at the 
margin. Such a phenomenon is often characteristic of the family 
farm where family members' income shares are likely to be deter
mined institutionally. As an institutional arrangement it may be 
inefficient, but it is sometimes necessary, from a social point of view, 
in order to ensure that a certain percentage of the population receives 
at least a minimum subsistance income. This is the situation found in 



such countries as South Korea, Taiwan, Colombia and Japan in the 
post-Meiji period. 

Ghana and Zaire operate differently, to the extent that labor 
and land are both in surplus at the same time. In these countries, 
where there is still a great deal of cheap unutilized land, the mini
mum real wage may not be institutionally determined as in the pure 
labor surplus case just described. Rather, it may reflect the maximum 
amount that a representative individual can produce on a plot of land 
of any dimension. In the Ghanaian case, the existence of a real wage 
specified in this manner, combined with the institutional share
cropping arrangement (in this case, for cocoa) causes a labor surplus 
phenomenon to exist. This arrangement is such that labor is paid a 
proportion of its average product, which may well be significantly 
above its marginal product. The degree to which a distortion exists 
depends on the availability of surplus land and the marginal product 
of labor on that land. In the case of the plantation sector in Zaire, 
labor may be paid more than its actual marginal product to compen
sate for the high relative risk of being laid off because of the wide 
fluctuations in crop prices and unstable management conditions in 
this sector. 

The use of such classifications, aside from pinpointing the nature 
of the unemployment problem and the reasons for its existence, has 
helped us determine ways of efficiently allocating our own scarce re
sources for research. To date, we have put relatively little effort into 
the difficult, and thus far elusive, task of attempting a precise meas
urement of exactly what portion of the total labor force suffers from 
underemployment in any particular country case. Instead, most of 
our effort has focused on the central issue of how to achieve realloca
tion of this labor force from inefficient (or non-existent) pursuits to 
areas of efficient utilization, i.e., where compensation and contribu
tion to output tend toward equality. 

One important point already established is that the degree of 
underemployment is closely related to the stage of historical develop
ment, as well as the relative factor endowment. High levels of under
employment frequently accompany what has been described as the 
"import-substitution" stage of development. Policy changes that facil
itate the advent of the next phase, involving replacement of the tradi
tional primary product exports by new, labor-intensive industrial ex-



ports, can serve to solve the unemployment problem in a productive 
fashion, and have been found in such cases as Taiwan, South Korea, 
and Colombia. 

Most of the developing countries analyzed, however, are pres
ently still engaged in the import-substitution phase. There is evidence 
that this phase of development, provided that it is not excessive or 
unduly prolonged, may be necessary in the sense that it has beneficial 
effects with regard to the elimination of underemployment in- the 
long run. This goes beyond the classic infant industry argument for 
protection. We have shown first that, during this period, managerial 
and entrepreneurial skills are developed that make indigenous labor
using innovations and the expansion of labor-intensive industrial 
exports possible later on; second, that one of the main methods of 
achieving increases in both output growth and the increased efficient 
utilization of labor seems to be via substantial output mix and adap
tive technology change-with enhanced participation by medium and 
small-scale, including rural, industry. The success of such a restruc
turing appears to be highly dependent on the evolution of a more 
"open economy" type of policy package, and the development of a 
transport infrastructure and adaptive engineering capacities that may 
but do not necessarily take place during the import substitution 
phase. 

A good deal of work has also been done looking across industry 
scales within LDCs that are, in the main, still heavily engaged in im
port substitution policies. For example, though producing the same 
commodities, Mexico's border industries (facing a competitive inter
national market) show much more labor-intensive technology than 
do her domestically-oriented industries (facing a protected domestic 
market). Similarly, our work on Colombia indicates that medium and 
small firms in the same industry have lower capital-labor ratios and 
are more productive in the sense of having higher output-capital 
ratios than do larger firms. This phenomenon, found elsewhere as 
well, is undoubtedly related to the fact that small firms face more 
realistic (higher) interest rates and (lower) wage rates than large 
firms. An important related policy question is the extent to which 
small scale producers can be linked to international trade in a situ
ation where they are denied, relative to large firms, "fair game" access 
to credit and to scarce foreign exchange. 



Income Distribution 

While the study of employment in developing countries is near
ing completion, a number of other projects, both group and individ
ual, have been initiated more recently. One such investigation in
volves the analysis of factors determining the size distribution of in
come in three developing countries: Taiwan, the Philippines, and 
Colombia. The main purpose of this research is to arrive at a now 
almost completely absent understanding of the causal relationships 
between growth and distribution of income, based on market deter
mination, distortions in the market, the distribution of physical and 
educational assets, and direct fiscal actions by government. Once we 
have a clearer picture of how the size distribution of income is deter
mined, we intend to focus on those relationships that are quantita
tively more important than others and should therefore be the 
prime focus of attention for policy makers. The selection of the right 
policy mix for a particular developing country must again, we believe, 
be guided by a historically and typologically sensitive approach. Once 
we understand the appropriate type of growth path for different his
torical sub-phases in different types of developing countries, the next 
step is to specify the policy packages that will facilitate moving to

wards such a path. Ideally such a choice should serve to diminish or 
eliminate any conflict between growth and income distribution objec
tives, as the example of Taiwan seems to demonstrate. 

The three countries to be studied differ substantially in their 
development typology as well as in terms of the historical growth 
phase they have reached. Taiwan is a representative of the labor sur
plus natural resources poor open dualistic family. The Philippines 
and Colombia are representatives of the family of the relatively nat
ural resource rich, open dualistic economies-one with a much longer 
(typically Latin American) experience with import substitution be
hind it. Kenya, a small open African economy, is at a somewhat 
earlier stage of human and infrastructural preparedness for the tran
sition to modern growth. The selection has thus been influenced by 
typological considerations and hoped-for relevance to other members 
of the same families. 

The work we have described thus far is confined to a few sectors 
particularly relevant to the country being studied. However, some 
interesting work is also being conducted at the Center involving many 



more sectors and the use of input-output models. This includes the 
work of Richard Weisskoff on Puerto Rico and that of Ronald Soligo 
on (West) Pakistan. 

Technology Transfer and Adaptation 

The process of the transfer of technology from developed to de
veloping countries, as well as the environment in which indigenous 
innovations and local adaptations of imported technology are likely 
to occur, is being analyzed by Ranis. The nature and location of re
search and development efforts aimed at "appropriate" technology, 
the kinds of engineering skills required, the impact of different 
ownership patterns (as between multinational corporations and in
digenous firms, for instance) are all part of the framework of this 
analysis. A summary paper on the results of this work to date, entitled 
"Technology Choice, Adaptation and its Impact on Industrial Sector 
Labor Absorption in Developing Countries: A Review of the Evi
dence," has been completed. 

Labor-using adaptations are often highly efficient in the context 
of many developing countries characterized by labor surplus. Our 
analysis has indicated that, while an increase in the price of capital 
relative to labor is necessary, it is by no means sufficient for the 
achievement of the required innovative response. In addition to the 
appropriate price signals, implementation of efficient adaptations 
depends on entrepreneurial and institutional endowments and the 
nature of the science and technology infrastructure. For example, 
because of differences in climate, factor proportions, machine speeds, 
etc. may differ considerably across countries. Thus, given the country
specific character of a particular process, domestic R&D institutes and 
adaptive engineering schools may be essential if significant increases 
in labor-capital ratios are to be achieved. The Center is planning a 
study of the impact of such factors affecting the spread of adaptive 
technology in several developing countries. 

The Multinational Corporation 

A number of Growth Center faculty have been active in the 
study of the multinational firm (MNC) as such. The main topics of 
investigation have been: ( 1) the relevant characteristics inAuencing 



the future effectiveness of foreign subsidiaries, from the point of view 
of the host country as well as of the mother firm; (2) the effects of 
nationalization on productivity; (3) the impact of the expansion of 
international subsidiaries on LDC output growth and employment; 
and (4) the association of diversification abroad with overall MNC 
earnings stability. 

Several interesting findings concerning the role of the MNC in 
the development process have already resulted from this research. 
A study of such firms in Kenya, for example, indicated that, at least 
in some operations, foreign subsidiaries are not only more productive 
in the sense of having a higher output-capital ratio, but also employ 
more persons per unit of capital than do their indigenous compet
itors. Our analysis has shown that greater benefits may be obtained 
for the host country by allowing an extractive industry such as copper 
mining to be foreign owned, and taxing a portion of its profits, than, 
for example, by nationalizing it. The possibility of a cooperative rela
tionship between U.S. firms and Latin American countries has been 
shown to be substantial, provided there is a reasonable change in ex
pectation and attitude on both sides. An initial draft of a book 
examining the empirical evidence relating to multinational subsid
iaries in LDCs has been completed by Ben jam in Cohen. 

Related agri-business investigations by Vahid Nowshirvani ex
amine the impact of past direct foreign investment as well as the 
potential for such future investments in the agriculturally-related 
industries in particular. The sectors involved are agTicultural inputs 
industries such as food processing. The basic hypothesis of this study 
is related to the fact that, until recently, such investment was confined 
to the production stage and, to some extent, to the processing stage in 
the higher income regions. ·with rising incomes, rapid commercial
ization of agriculture and an increasing pace of technological change 
within LDC agriculture, the pattern of investment is likely to change, 
becoming more concentrated in the agricultural supply industries and 
at the processing stages in LDC subsidiaries of MNCs. The impact 
of this trend, in terms of altered output, trade and employment pat
terns will be studied. 

The specific aspects of the problem being examined are: ( 1) pos
sible biases in the technology used, both in the input and in the proc
essing industries; (2) the role of the foreign subsidiaries in inducing 



further technological change in the agricultural sector proper; and 
(3) the possible effects on consumptio11 due to the likely creation of 
barriers to further entr}. Ihe assessment of the costs and benefits 
from the LDC viewpoint of such investment, together with a knowl
edge of how the multinational firms view the situation, will hope
fully aid both parties in reaching mutually beneficial imestmc11t 
strategies. 



III. SECTORAL STUDIES 

The Foreign. Trade Secto1,. 

The effects of trade policy on development has been a perennial 
topic of in,,estigation at the Gro,vth Center. Work is now being con
ducted not only on the growth effects of import substitution policies, 
such as tariffs and quotas, but also on whether and how much devel
opi11g count1--ies can affect the level a11d compositio11 of their--exports. 
Carlos Diaz Alejandro has been concerned with the relation of pro
motion policies other than exchange-rate devaluation to i11dustrial ex
po1--t expansion in Colombia. This investigation has been undertaken 
in connection with a book-length study of the impact of trade policies 
on development in that country. A general survey article, ''Trade 
Policies and Economic Development,'' has recently been completed 
by Diaz. It summarizes the theoretical literature and supporting 
empirical evidence for the developing world. Richard Brecher has 
been concerned with the fact that cocoa may be a relatively capital
intensive export sector in Ghana, tl1e expansion of which may result 
in increasing unemployment. 

The Agricitltural Sector 

Robert Evenson has been concerned with the overall develop
ment impact of internatio11al agricultural research. For the next 20 

years at least, investment in research and extension will be of major 
policy importance. Since international agencies alone may be allocat
ing $100 million per year for this purpose, decisions will have to be 
made with respect to many alternative investment patterns, including 
choices between international and domestic adaptive research and 
between research and extension efforts within the LDCs. A recent 
compilation of data on research and extension investment for all the 
major countries of the world (except the People's Republic of China) 
allows comparisons not heretofore possible. These show quite clearly, 
as expected, that LDC ir1vestment in research is low relative to devel
oped country expenditure patterns. Somewhat surprisingly, however, 
they also indicate that investment in extension, when expressed in 
terms of public-sector extension workers per unit of agricultural out
put, is actually higher in LDCs than in the developed countries. Both 
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a general model and one specific to wheat and maize production have 
been examined to determine the effectiveness of research. These 
models imply "internal rates of return" to investment in research of 
approximately 40 percent. 

The Government Sector 

Thomas Birnberg, in collaboration with Stephen Resnick, has 
been examining, historically and quantitatively, the process of eco
nomic development in a cross-section of ten countries in Asia, Africa 
and Latin America, from about 1900 to 1938. This process is de
scribed and analyzed, using an econometric model designed to explain 
how common internal and external forces simultaneously determined 
the growth of the colonial trade and government sectors in these ten 
countries. The main internal causal agent is specified as government 
expenditures directed towards the promotion of exports. The main 
external forces are changes in real incomes, domestic prices and trade 
policies in the developed world, and their impact on colonial export 
demand. 

An important contribution of this research is the demonstration 
that the same econometric model identifying the above forces can be 
applied to describe the process of economic development in all ten 
countries. But, although the historical development process was char
acterized by a similar structure for every country's trade and govern
ment sectors, the research also found important inter-country differ
ences within that process. 

The results, moreover, yielded the significant cross-sectional con
clusion that colonial history is more important than regional history 
in explaining the differences in the historical development of the ten 
countries studied. Four countries economically linked to the United 
Kingdom-Egypt, India, Jamaica and Thailand-were found to have 
the lowest productivity of government expenditures directed towards 
export development, and thus the least dynamic development process. 
The Japanese colony, Taiwan, and the three countries linked to the 
United States-Chile, Cuba, and the Philippines-had the highest 
productivity. However, the three countries tied to the U.S. were least 
able to capture the benefits of real income increases in the developed 
world. Furthermore, the United States has found it easiest to sub
stitute between its domestic production and imports from the three 
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countries tied to the United States. In terms of major historical 
events, the economic losses from \Vorld vVar I were highest for coun
tries under direct colonial control of the United Kingdom, while the 
largest losses from the Great Depression of the 1930s occurred in 
countries linked to the United States. In spite of these very important 
historical differences, the same model "·orks well in explaining the 
wide range of observed historical growth rates of exports in these ten 
countries, the large shifts in their terms of trade and trade balances, 
and the dramatic growth in their public revenues and expenditures. 

Lloyd Reynolds is undertaking an analysis of current and capital 
expenditlires by general government for 24 less developed countries 
over the post-war period 1950-1970. These countries are well distri b
uced by continents and, except for the exclusion of very small coun
tries, can be taken as representative of the less developed world. As 
compared with earlier work, the distinctive features of this study are: 
( 1) it brings to bear for the first time a large body of time-series data 
(previous work has been almost entirely by cross-section methods); 
(2) its main emphasis is on the expenditure or output side (previous 
work has dealt largely with tax structures); (3) in addition to output 
effects, it explores the impact of government operations on income 
distribution and employment, subjects that are becoming increasingly 
important in studies of development. 
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IV. DEVELOPMENT I:N OTHER TYPES OF ECOJ\'O:\IIES 

The Developing Socialist Economies 

Eastern Europe: An examination is being undertaken of the 
economic policies of the relatively underdeveloped Socialist coun
tries-Bulgaria, Rumania and, to some extent, Hungary. These coun
tries are now net importers of capital goods. One of their principal 
planning objectives is to obtain self-sufficiency or become net ex
porters of these goods. J. :\Iichael Montias is examining the impact 
of this trade objective on overall growth and development in these 
countries. 

Some related theoretical analysis is being undertaken by l\fontias 
on the comparative structure of economic systems. This work is both 
descripti,·e and comparative and focuses, in part, on the problems 
that occur when different hierarchies interact. Here emphasis is given 
to different methods of coordination. In addition, different means of 
information diffusion and their implications for economic efficiency 
are evaluated, with particular attention to how the superior official in 
a hierarchy obtains information and at what level or aggregation. 
Information obtained from a lower tier is generally received in 
aggTegated form. It must frequently be further aggregated to pass it 
on to still higher levels. l\fontias is developing quamitative measures 
of subordinates' autonomy and of the increments in autonomy due 
to aggregation of controls. 

Mainland Chi11a: The Center has recently expanded the scope of 
its investigations to the development of Mainland China. This coun
try is the extreme example of the large developing country. Although 
per capita output growth was very slow over the centuries, there is 
evidence that total output did respond to rapid increases in popu
lation. A main objective is to contrast the historical rules of growth 
with those of the more recent post-revolutionary period. An initial 
study has been undertaken by John Fei of factors determining the 
extent and shape of the "standard market" of traditional China. This 
investigation highlights the importance of transport cost in determin
ing internal trade patterns in large countries such as Mainland China. 

The Japanese Economy 

The research on contemporary Japan has embodied several 
themes: the role of capital markets, Japanese-American economic 



1' l'" til.)11 , a11d a p1--ojection of Japan's position in the world economy 
i11 tl1e 1980s. Hug·l1 Patric!<. has bee11 focusing on Japan's position in 
1 ~180 ~111d attempting to appraise the policy implications of that 
positio11 £01, Japa11, tl1e Europea11 Co1n1nu11ity, etc. In collaboration 
,, .. itl1 P1,ofessor Gary Saxonhouse of the University of Michigan, 
Pat1--ick '"rill attempt to project, unde1- various assumptions, Japan's 
o,1e1-all trade a11d bala11ce of payme11ts position and its evolving com
pa1-ative adva11tage at a ratl1er disaggregated industry level. A book
lengtl1 n1a11t1script will be near completion by the end of 1973. 

Patrick has also examined exte11sively the role of financial inter
n1ediation during the course of Japan's postwar economic growth. 
The mai11 focus he1-e has been on the sources of finance of the private 
~e "'to1--and pa1 .. ticularly the role of domestic capital markets. Japan, 
Patrick. sl10,,Ts, represents an anomalous case where the reliance of 

)1,po1-atio11s on exter11.al finance is extremely high, yet their reliance 
o 1 :.. 11d and stock issues is extremely low. This has come about be

'"" ......... e the financial system has provided substitutes for bond and stock 
· ~~t eM in tl1e form of long-term and, to some extent, even short-term 
o n . The apparent willingness of financial institutions to rely, to a 

- bstantial degree, on loans rather than equity is explained by the 
_act that the risk of big business bankruptcy is borne mainly by 
::,ciet · rather than by creditors. 



V. OTHER CENTER FUNCTIONS AND CONTRIBUTIONS 

Invited Scholars 

In continuation of earlier practice, the Center has welcomed 
foreign and domestic visitors interested in pursuing research on some 
area of development and being in contact with the Center Staff. Some 
of these visitors have been financed in full by the Center while others 
have received support from a foundation or other source, with the 
Center providing research, library, and secretarial services. Visitors 
during the three years covered by this report include: 

I970-7I 
Irving Friedman 

Yoav Kislev 
Bertram Silverman 
Laurence Stifel 
Baran Tuncer 
U Tun Wai 

I97I-72 
Ghazi Farooq 

Mo-huan Hsing 
Nurul Islam 
Yoav Kislev 
Brian Pollitt 
Edita Tan 
Baran Tuncer 

I972-73 
Ghazi Farooq 

Egbert Gerken 

Sung-Hwan Jo 
Jorge Katz 

International Bank for Reconstruction and 
Development 

Hebrew University, Israel 
Hofstra University 
Thammasat University, Thailand 
Ankara University, Turkey 
International Monetary Fund· 

Institute of Development Economics, Pakis-
tan and Bangladesh 

Academia Sinica, Taiwan 
Bangladesh Planning Commission 
Hebrew University, Israel 
Cambridge University, England 
University of the Philippines 
Ankara University, Turkey 

Institute of Development Economics, Pakis
tan and Bangladesh 

Technical University of Berlin, West Ger
many 

Sogang University, South Korea 
Instituto Torcuato di Tella, Argentina 
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Library and Documentation 

The Growth Center Library houses a unique collection focused 
on the statistical, economic and planning frameworks of I oo develop
ing countries. Considered second only to the joint IMF-World Bank 
facility in terms of scope and completeness, this library's particular 
strength resides in its holdings of 3,800 regularly issued sources of 
LDC statistical data, as well as irregularly issued government docu
ments. 

Cognizant of its role as a major national resource, the Growth 
Center Library extends its services far beyond Yale's boundaries. 
Inter-library loans with other universities and institutions, an "open
door" policy towards visiting scholars from all over the world, and 
internships for LDC librarians intended to assist them in organizing 
their own collections-all serve as channels for sharing the benefits of 
expertise developed here. 

Conferences 

In November 1971, a conference covering the Center's work on 
problems of employment and unemployment in developing countries 
was attended by representatives of other universities, the Agency for 
International Development and the vVorld Bank. Scheduled seminars 
and discussions were based on papers presented by Center faculty and 
alumni.* 

In May 1973 Lloyd Reynolds, on behalf of the Growth Center, 
organized a conference in Bellagio, Italy, on "Development Theory 
and Policy: The Role of Agriculture." Twenty participants, recog
nized leaders in the field from universities around the world, de
livered papers which will be published by Yale University Press in 
1974-t 

Advisory and Related Activities 

The Center, as an institution, does not offer policy advice, but its 
work is both problem and policy-oriented. Moreover, individual 
scholars are frequently sought out for important advisory roles by the 

•see Appendix, Section V. 
tlbid, Section VI. 



U.S. and LDC governments, the World Bank, foundations and other 
international organizations concerned with development. Our cur
rent country experience includes Argentina, Bangladesh, Chile, 
China, Colombia, Ghana, India, Indonesia, Iran, Japan, Kenya, 
Mexico, Nigeria, Pakistan, Philippines, South Korea, Taiwan, Tur
key, and Zaire. 

Most of these efforts, especially during 1970-73, were directed 
toward improving policy determination within the LDCs as well as 
policies focusing on relations between the developed and developing 
world. This has been especially true with respect to the major por
tions of our attack on solving the problem of LDC unemployment, 
perhaps "the" major concern of policy-makers both here and abroad 
during the past few years. The related issues of income distribution, 
LDC technology transfer, and the role of the multinational corpora
tion in this context represent issues of the greatest current concern 
to both foreign aid officials and recipient governments. 

The Growth Center administers a special M.A. level program of 
training for civil servants and economists from the developing coun
tries. Under this International and Foreign Economic Administration 
(IFEA) Program, a total of more than 250 such individuals have 
studied at Yale to date. Candidates for this program are normally 
nominated and financed by the employing agency or institution in the 
developing country. The curriculum emphasizes the integration of 
theory and policy, particularly in the areas of money, trade and eco
nomic development. Most of the alumni of this program are now 
active in responsible policy-making positions in the developing world; 
e.g., one is Minister of Planning in Brazil; another heads the Re
search Department of the l\'fexican Central Bank, a third is Minister 
of Finance in South Vietnam; the Bank of Japan has at least 10 active 
alumni in top managerial positions and continues to send us a top
notch candidate each year. 

The Center has also played an active role in directly assisting a 
number of research institutions in the developing countries. The 
most important and formal such linkage has been with the Pakistan 
(now Bangladesh) Institute of Development Economics. Another is 
a more informal treaty of friendship governing research interests as 
well as teaching interchange with the Instituto de Pesquisas Eco
nomicas in Sao Paulo, Brazil. The Center's Director is a member of 
the Foreign Advisory Board of the Korean Development Institute and 



other senior staff members have occupied similar pos1l10ns in Col
ombia, Japan and Taiwan. Members of such overseas research insti
tutes have benefited from time spent in New Haven working at the 
Center. For example, the Director of the Institute of Economic Re
search at Taiwan's Academia Sinica recently spent a year at Yale, as 
did the head of the Bangladesh Planning Commission. 

Continuing Research Support 

The Center retains close contact in a variety of ways with its 
alumni. Former Center staff members who had accepted other ap
pointments as of July 1973 are as follows: 

Werner Baer 
Albert Berry 

Charles Frank 
Marsha Goldfarb 
James Hanson 
Gerald Helleiner 
Michel Herve 
Samuel Ho 

Shane Hunt 
Stephen Hymer 
Paul Kuznets 
James Land 

Mark Leiserson 
Markos Mamalakis 
Andrea Maneschi 
Donald Mead 

Van Doom Ooms 
Howard Pack 
Frederic Pryor 
Stephen Resnick 
Clark Reynolds 
Charles Rockwell 

Vanderbilt University 
University of Western Ontario, 

Canada 
Princeton University 
University of Maryland 
Brown University 
University of Toronto 
UNESCO, Paris 
University of British Columbia, 

Canada 
Princeton University 
New School for Social Research 
Indiana University 
Rice University and St. Thomas 

College 
International Labour Office, Geneva 
University of Wisconsin 
Vanderbilt University 
Development Advisory Service, 

Ethiopia 
Swarthmore College 
Swarthmore College 
Swarthmore College 
University of Massachusetts 
Stanford University 
University of California, Irvine 



Peter Sch ran 
\mmar Si,1mwalla 
Donald Snodgrass 

Ronald Soligo 
Dirck Stryker 
Jam Tumlir 
Brian Van Arkadie 

University of Illinois 
Thamrnasat University, Thailand 
Development Advisory Service, 

Harvard 
Rice University 
fufts l niversity 
G.A.T.T., Geneva 
Cambridge University, U.K. 

\Ve 1re proud of this distinguished group of alumni, some of whom 
have continued lo participate in the work of the Center after their 
departure and will continue Lo do so in future years. 

"/1."ew Appointments 

New appointments during the period 1970-73 included: 
\farv \nn Bailv, PhD. (~f.I I , 1973) 
Richard Hrecher, Ph.D. 'Harvard University, 1971) 
Lucy Cardwell, Ph.D. (M.I.T., 1973) 
Gary Fields, Ph.D. (llniversity of Michigan, 1972) 
James \fcCabe. Ph.D Cnivers1ty of Pennsylvania, 1970) 
\fark Rosenzweig, Ph.D. (Columbia l'niversity, 1973) 
Richard Weisskoff, Ph.D. (Harvard University, 1969) 
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APPENDIX 

I. Book Publications, I970-7 3 

16. Pack, Howard, The Development of the Economy of Israel, New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 1971. 

17. Ranis, Gustav, ed., Gove1·nment and Economic Development, 
New Haven: Yale University Press, 1971. 

• 

II. Center Papers, I970-73 

157. Herman E. Daly, The Population Question in Northeast Brazil: 
I ts Economic and Ideological Dimensions (Economic Development 
and Cultural Change, Vol. 18, No. 4, Part I, July 1970). 
158. Ryoshin Minami, Further Considerations on the Turning Point 
in the Japanese Economy Parts I and II, (Hitotsubashi Journal of 
Economics, Vol. 10, No. 2, Februrary 1970 and Vol. 11, No. 1, June 

1970). 
159. Benjamin I. Cohen, Tariff Preferences for the Third World 
(Intereconomics, No. 9, 1970 ). 
160. Benjamin I. Cohen, The Use of Effective Tariffs (Journal of 
Political Economy, Vol. 79, No. I, January /February 1971 ). 
161. Jeffrey B. Nugent, Linear Programming Models for National 
Planning: Demonstration of a Testing Procedure (Econometrica, 
Vol. 38, No. 6, November, 1970). 
162. Richard Weisskoff, Income Distribution and Economic Growth 
in Puerto Rico, Argentina, and Mexico (Review of Income and 
Wealth, Series 16, Number 4, December 1970). 
163. Lloyd G. Reynolds, Is 'Development Economics' A Subject? (In
dustrial Organization and Economic Development, in Honor of E. S. 
Mason, edited by Jesse W. Markham and Gustav F. Papanek; 
Houghton-Mifflin Co., Boston, 1970). 
164. Celso Furtado, Marx's Model in the Analysis of the Under
developed Structures (Marx and Contemporary Scientific Thought, 
by permission of the International Social Science Council [Publica
tions, 13] of the International Council for Philosophy and Human
istic Studies; Mouton Publishers, 1970). 
165. Herman E. Daly, A Marxian-Malthusian View of Poverty and 
Development (Population Studies, Vol. XXV, No. 1, March 1971). 
166. Richard N. Cooper, Currency Devaluation in Developing Coun
tries (Princeton University. Essays in International Finance, No. 86, 
June 1971). 
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1fi7. ~Iarkos ;\lamalakis, The Export S,·ctm, Staw•s of Econo111ir De
rwlopmcnt, and the Sav111g-lrwcst1111•11t Prort·ss in J.ntil1 Amrnrn (Eco
nomia lnterna,ionale, Vol. XXIII, :\'o. 4, November 1970). 
168. Noel G. Butlin, Somr Penp<'rtivcs of A11stralia11 Economic De
velopment, 1 ~9<>---196; (Reprinted from . \w,tralian Economi, Oe\'el
opmcnt in the Twentieth Centlll'}, edited b) Colin Forste1, London: 
George AJJen & Unwi11 Ltd., Sydney: Australasian Publishing Co. 
CopHight 1970 by George Allen & Unwin Ltd.). 
169. Richard \\'eisskoff, Demand Elasticitit•s for a lkveloping Eco
nomy: An lnlematio11a/ Comparison of Crmrnmption Pallnns (Re
printed from Studies in Development Planning, edited b) Hollis B. 
Chener). Har\'ard Uni\·enity Pres\, Cambridge, \l.1,~achusells, Copy
right 1971 by the President and Fellows of Har\'ard College). 
170. Richard N. Cooper and Edwin M. Truman, An A11alysis for the 
Role of International Capital Markets in Providing-Funds to Devel
oping Countries ("'eltwirtsrhaftliches Archi\, June 1971, Number 2). 
171. Benjamin I. Cohen, The l11ternatio11al Development of India 
and Pakistan (Reprinted from Ernnomic De\·elopment in Scn1th Asia. 
Proceedings of a conference held b, the International Economic Asso
ciation at Kandy, Ceylon, edited by E.A.G. Robinson and ,W. Kiclron. 
Macmillan and Co. Ltd., St. Manin's Press, 1970). 
172. Edgar 0. Edwards, Work Effort, lmwtible Surplus and the In
feriority of Competition (Southern Economic Journal, Vol. XXXVIII, 
No. 2, October 1971). 
173. Benjamin I. Cohen and Daniel G. Sisler, Exports of Developing 
Countries in the 1960s (Re\'iew of Economics and Statistics, Vol. LIii, 
No. 1, November 1971). 
174. Raymond W. Golchmith, The Development of Financial Institu
tions During the Post-TVar Penod (Reprinted from Banca :'\aLionale 
del Lavoro Quanerly Review, No. 97, June 1971. Banca Na1ionale de) 
Lavoro, Rome). 
175. Vahid Nowshirvani, Land A /location Under Uncertain I)' in Sub
sistence Agriculture (Oxford Economic Papers, Vol. 23, No. 3, Novem
ber 1971). 
176. Richard N. Cooper, Devaluatw11 and Aggregat<' Demand in Aid
receiving Countries (Reprinted from Trade, Balance of Payments and 
Growth, edited by J. N. Bhagwati, R. \i\T. Jones, R. A. Mundell, and 
J. Vanek, b) permission of :-.:onh Holland Publi\hing Co., Amster
dam, 1971). 
177. Carlos Diaz Alejandro, Some Aspects of the Brazilian Experience 
with Foreign Aid (Reprinted from Trade, Balance of Payments and 



Growth, edited by J. N. Bhagwati, R. W. Jones, R. A. Mundell, and 
J. Vanek, by permission of North Holland Publishing Co., Amster
dam, 1971). 
178. Stephen Hymer and Slephen A. Resnick, International Trade 
and Uneven Development (Reprinted from Trade, Balance of Pay
ments and Growth, edited by J. N. Bhagwati, R. W. Jones, R. A. 
Mundel], and J. Vanek, by permission of North Holland Publishing 
Co., Amsterdam, 1971 ). 
179. Benjamin Cohen, U.S.-U.S.S.R. in Developing Countries (Bulle
tin of the Atomic Scientists, February 1972). 
180. Carlos Diaz Alejandro, Latin America: Toward 2000 A.D. (Eco
nomics and World Order from the 197o's to the 199o's, edited by 
Jagdish N. Bhagwati, Copyright (1') 1972, The Macmillan Company, 
New York). 
181. SLephen Hymer, The Multinational Corporation and the Law of 
Uneven Development (Economics and World Order from the 197o's 
to the 199o's, edited by J agdish N. Bhagwati, Copyright 1972, The 
Macmillan Company, New York). 
182. Norman Girvan, Multinational Corporations and Dependent 
Underdevelopment in Mineral Export Economies (Social and Eco
nomic Studies, Vol. 19, No. 4, December 1970). 
183. Hugh Patrick, The Economic M.uddle of the I92o's (Dilemma of 
Growth in Prewar Japan, edited by James W. Morley, Princeton Uni
versity Press, Copyright 1971, reprinted by permission of Princeton 
University Press). 
184. R. Albert Berry, Land Reform and Agricultural Income Distri
bution (The Pakistan Development Review, Vol. XI, No. 1, Spring 
1971 ). 
185. Richard N. Cooper, The European Community's System of Gen
eralized Tariff Preferences: A Critique (Reprinted from the July 1972 
issue of the Journal of Development Studies, Vol. Vlll, No. 4, by per
mission of the publishers, Frank Cass & Co. Ltd. of London). 
186. Hugh T. Patrick, Finance, Capital Markets and Economic 
Growth in Japan (Reprinted by permission of the New York Univer
sity Press from Financial Development and Economic Growth, edited 
by Arnold W. Sametz. Copyright 1972 by New York University). 
187. Scott M. Eddie, The Terms of Trade as a Tax on Agriculture: 
Hungary's Trade with Austria, I883-I9I3 (The Journal of Economic 
History, Vol. XXXII, No. 1, March 1972). 
188. Richard vVeisskoff and Francine Blau, The Political Economy of 
the Educational System (Reprinted from Contemporary Brazil: Issues 
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in Economic and Political Development, edited by 11. J. Rosenbaum 
and"'· C:. T,ler, b, permission or Praege1 Publisher~. Inc , ,e,, York 

1972) 
189. R. Albert Ben}, Farm S1·r Distrzbutum, Tncomt• nistnb11t1011, 
and the Ffficiency of Agricult11ral Prod11tlio11: Co/0111/Jia (American 
Economic Re\'iew, \'ol. LXll, '\o. 2 • .\la) 1972). 
190. Gh,11i :'\L Farooq. £cone 11 (,ro1l'lh and Clw,,_..,es ·,, the Indus
trial St111ct11re of Income and I.abor Fmu 111 Palrnta11 (Economic 
Development and CulLUral Change, Vol. 21, No. :.i, January 1973 

1973 ()\ The UniYer,it, of Chicago). 
191. John .\[ichael .\[omias, A I- 011 eu•ork fm Theo)'t/ical Analysis of 
Econo1111r Reforms 111 Soviet-type Economi<'r (Reprinted from Plan 
and l\[arkct: Economic Reform in Eastern Furope, edited and with 
introduction by .\loni~ Bormtcin Yale llniYer~it,, 1973). 
192. Gh:11i ::\L Farooq, A11 Ac,, 1rgilt1Ve .\lode/ of Lab , Force Pa 11c1-
/wlio11 111 Pakistan (The De,eloping Economies, Vol. \'., ~o. 3, Sep

tember 1972). 
193. Gmt,l\ Rani~. !nd11stnal Srctor Labm A bso, ptim, (Economic 
DeYelopment and Cultural Chan~e. \'ol. :.i1, '\o. 3, Ap1il 1973 C 1~73 
by the UniYersit) of Chicago). 
194- Benjamin I. Cohen, Comparative /Jtoliavior of Foreign and 
Domestir Firms The Re,iew of Econonrn, and S1.1rnt1cs, Vol LV 
,·o. 2, :\[,I\ 1973. Hanard Cni,cr~it~)-
195. John ;\Jichael ;\lontias, .Hodl'mizatum III Com11111111st Cou11t1ie.s: 
Some Q11t•stions of Methodolo~)' (Studies in Comparative Commu

nism, Spring. 1973) 
196. R,nmond \\ Coldsmith, ·I (e11t11 1 of Fi11a11cial Developmn t 
111 Lat111 America (\lcmoria de Lt X Reurnon de Tcrn1Cos de Banros 
Centrales dcl Contincnte Americano, Banrn Central de Venc,ucla, 
Caraca,, 19;2). 
197. Yoa, Ki,le, and '\ira ~hohori Bacl11,1ch, Tiu I' r1rr1s of a, In
novation Cycle (Reprinted from \meric,tn .Journal of .\gricultural 
Economics, Vol. 55, '\Jo. 1, Fcbrnary, 1973). 

HJ Center J)isrnssion Pap,•,s, r97'>-iJ 
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99. Richard R. Nebon, The Tecli11ology GafJ, and National Scimce 
Policy, September 30, 1970. 
100. R. .\lbert Bern, Internal ,mat Trad, Fl 1ctuat1tmJ and the Jn. 
come a11d U'ealth J,[uctuations of Eco1101111c (,roup.1, St:ptembc1 1 !J70 
101. R. Albert Beny, On the Usefulness of a Prern111/1tive Tax on 
Agricttltwal Land 111 Colombw, Octobe1 29, 1970. 



102. George Eads and Richard R. Nelson, Governmental Support of 
Advanced Civilian Technology-Power Reactors and the Supersonic 
Transport, November, 1970. 
103. Richard R. Nelson, Issues and Suggestions for the Study of In
dustrial Organization In a Regime of Rapid Technical Change, 
January, 1971. 
104. Richard R. Nelson, Less Developed Countries, Technology 
Transfer and Adaptation, and the Role of the National Science Com
munity, January, 1971. 
105. Carlos F. Diaz Alejandro, Labor Productivity and Other Char
acteristics of Cement Plants: An International Comparison, February, 
1971. 
106. Vahid Nowshirvani, The Efficacy of the Market Mechanism in 
Traditional Agriculture: A Reexamination of an Old Co11troversy, 
March 23, 1971. 
107. Albert Berry, Land Reform and the Agricullural Income Distri
bution, March 24, 1971. 
108. Albert Berry, Land Distribution, Income Distribution and the 
Productive Efficiency of Colombian Agriculture, March, 1971. 

109. Paul "\,V. Kuznets, The Korean Take-off, January, 1971. 
110. J. C. H. Fei and Gus Lav Ranis, Development and £,nplo)'ment 
in the Open Dualistic Economy, April 18, 1971. 
111. Yoav Kislev, The Economics of the Agricultural Exte11sion Sen1-
ice, April 19, 1971. 
112. Baran Tuncer, Development of the Turkish Economy: An Ex
perience in Planning, May, 1971. 

113. Howard Pack, The Contribution of Education lo Growth: An 
Alternative Approach, May, 1971. 
114. J. Dirck Stryker, Population Density, Agricultural Technique 
and Land U!ilization in a Village Economy, May, 1971. 

115. Howard Kunreuther, Risk Taki11g and Farmers' Crop Growing 
Decisions, June, 197 1. 
116. Gustav Ranis, Industrial Sector Labor Absorption, July, 1971. 
117. Carlos F. Diaz Alejandro, Labor Productivil)' and Other Char
acteristics of Cement Plants: An Tnterna/ional Comparison, July, 1971 

(GCDP # 105, Revised). 
118. SLephen A. Resnick, The Second Path of Capitalism: A Model of 
International Development, September, 1971. 
119. Yoav Kislev and Nira Shohori Bachrach, The Diljusion of Inno
vation in the Israeli Agriculture, July, 1971. 
120. James Hanson, Federal Expenditures and the Political Economy 
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of the Mexican Revolution: An Exploratory Empirical Study, Septem

ber, 1971. 
121. Baran Tuncer, A Study of the Socio-Economic Determinants of 
Fertility in Titrkey, August, 1971. 
122. Arthur W. Wright and Lloyd S. Etheredge, The Soviet Precedent 
in Czechoslovak and Yugoslav Agriculture: Two Case Studies of Com
munist Economic Imitation, August, 1971. 
123. James Hanson, Trade, Growth, and the Heckscher Ohlin Theo
rem, September, 1971. 
124. Robert E. Evenson and Yoav Kislev, Investment in Agricultural 
Research and Extension: A Study of International Data, Au-gust, 1971. 
125. Gustav Ranis, The Role of the Industrial Sector in Korea's Tran
sition to Economic Maturity, August, 1971. 
126. U Tun Wai, Financial Intermediation and National Savings in 
Developing Countries, August, 1971. 
127. James McCabe and Milind Lele, Optimal Growth and the Dis
tributio1i of Income and Capital, September, 1971. 
128. Richard Nelson, Recent Exercises in Growth Accounting: New 
Understanding or Dead End? September, 1971. 
129. Brian Pollitt, Some Notes on Soviet Economic Debate in the 
I92os, October, 1971. 
130. Stephen Resnick and Thomas Birnberg, A Model of the Trade 
and Government Sectors in Colonial Economies, November, 1971. 
131. Carlos Diaz Alejandro,The Future of Direct Foreign Investment 
in Latin America, December, 1971. 
132. Richard Cooper, The European Community's System of Gen
eralized Tariff Preferences: A Critique, December, 1971. 
133. Ghazi M. Farooq, An Aggregative Model of Labor Force Partici
pation in Pakistan, December, 1971. 
134. James Elliott, International Social Welfare Comparisons: A New 
Approach, December, 1971. 
135. Thomas Birnberg and Benjamin Cohen, A Theoretical .Analysis 
of Partial Economic Reform, December, 1971. 
136. Benjamin Cohen, The Economic Impact of Foreign Investments 
for the Export of Manufactures: A Tentative Study of South Korea, 

January, 1972. 
137. Albert Berry, Some Determinants of Changing Income Distribu
tion in Colombia: I930-I970, March 1972. 
138. Albert Berry, Aspects of the Optimal Interest Rate, April, 1972. 
139. Carlos Diaz Alejandro, Trends and Phases in the Colombian 
Economy a.nd Its Foreign Trade and Payments, I950-70, April, 1972. 



140. Richard Brecher, Minimum Wage Rates and the Pure Theory of 
International Trade, April, 1972. 
141. James McCabe, Income Distribution and Optimal Growth: The 
Case of Open Unemployment, April, 1972. 
142. Albert Berry, The Relevance and Prospects of Small Scale Indus
try in Colombia, April, 1972. 
143. Raymond Goldsmith, A Synthetic Estimate of the Nation'ftl 

Wealth of Japan, I880-I970, April, 1972. 
144. Albert Berry, The Rate of Interest and the Demand for Labor, 

May, 1972. 
145. Albert Berry, Unemployment as a Social Problem in Urban 
Colombia: Some Preliminary Hypotheses and Interpretations, May, 
1972. 
146. Carlos Diaz Alejandro, The Determination of Observed Mer-
chandise Imports and Their Link to Capital Formation, June, 1972. 
147. J. Dirck Stryker, Exports and Growth in the Ivory Coast: Tim

ber, Cocoa and Cofjee, June, 1972. 
148. James Hanson, Agricultu1,.al Productivity and. the Distribution of 
Land: Venezuelan Case, June, 1972. 
149. Carlos Diaz Alejandro, Minor Colombian Mercliandise Exports, 

July, 1972. 
150. Ammar Siamwalla, Land, Labor and Capital in Three Rice 
Growing Deltas of Southeast Asia, I800-I940, July, 1972. 
151. Benjamin Cohen, Foreign Investment by U.S. Corporations as a 

Way of Reducing Risk, July, 1972. 
152. Gustav Ranis, Some Observations on the Economic Framewo1,.k 
for Optimum LDC Utilization of Technology, August, 1972. 
153. J. Dirck Stryker, Vent for Surplits Growth in a Colonial Eco
nomy: A Tentative Model, August, 1972. 
154. Carlos Diaz Alejandro, The Mechanism for Co1itaining Imports: 
The System During I97I and A Retrospective Look at its Evolution 
(Tariffs, Prior Deposits and the Excl1ange Rate), August, 1972. 
155. J. Dirck Stryker, Population Density, Capital Investment, and 
Agricultural Exports: The Franc Zone, August, 1972. 
156. Thomas Birnberg and S. Resnick, Dynamic P1,operties of Colo

nial Development, September, 1972. 
157. J.M. Montias, The Aggregation of Controls in the Autonomy of 
Subordinates, September, 1972. 
158. Carlos Diaz Alejandro, The Mechanism for Containing Irnports: 
The System During I97I and A Retrospective Look at its Evolution 
(Import Controls), September, 1972. 
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159. Ghazi Farooq and Baran Tuncer, Provincial Fertility and Social 
aud Economic Development i11 Tinkey, 1935-65, October, 1972. 
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